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Dear fellow 
dancers 

I hope you have 
all enjoyed 
your dancing 
with the branch 
this last year. 

We started the year with a free intro-
ductory evening. There were a pleas-
ing number of new faces and several 
have stayed the course.    

Part way through the Autumn term 
we bought some portable dance 
flooring which enabled us to move 
the new-dancers class into the 
atrium, providing a better environ-
ment.  The class has thrived this year 
with good numbers attending.  Many 
thanks to Graham Coles and Lynn 
Robinson for their teaching; and to all 
those members who provided extra 
pairs of feet when needed.   

The main class has also been well 
attended.  Thanks to Barbara Savill 
and Cheryl Ayers for their hard work 
and skilful guidance. 

Our annual 
day school in 
November 
was held at St 
Peter’s 
Henleaze. Les 
Lambert pro-
vided expert 
tuition, inspiring demonstration, and 
interesting dances.  

This year we went to a new venue for 
our residential weekend: Langstone 
Cliff hotel in Dawlish Warren.   The 
hotel had a splendid large dance 
floor, which enabled us to invite a 
number of friends of the branch to 
join us.  

We were taught by Gillian Jennings  

and Alan Cottle, and danced to music 
by Ian and Judith Muir.  The arrange-
ments met with approval and we have 
booked the same venue for 2015 and 
2016. 

Our display group again performed for 
the Burns’ night in Tickenham. It was 
extra-lively this year due to one of our 
dancers, who shall remain nameless, 
having brought his fan club to the 
event. We 
also contrib-
uted to 
‘Dance for 
Dementia’ 
fundraising 
shows at the 
Redgrave Theatre as part of a large 
array of local dance groups presenting 
many different dance styles.  And as I 
write this we are looking forward to 
the last performance of the season, at 
the South Wales Festival. Please speak 
to Barbara Savill if you are interested 
in joining the group.   

Last year I wrote to you about the 
need to balance our books, both for 
classes and dances.  The increase in 
class fees this last season has ensured 
that class costs have been fully cov-
ered and the dances and day school 
have also held their own financially.   
There is however an increase in the 
RSCDS subscription this year to £18 
single, £29 joint.  The £2 per person 
branch membership fee is unchanged. 

We took a decision last year to put our 
efforts into increasing the numbers 
attending our dances rather than at-
tempting to reduce costs.  We hoped 
to do this with good bands, attractive 
programmes and early, and wide-
spread, publicity for all events.  It 
seems to be working, and we have 
been able to hold prices at the current 
levels for next season.   

Many thanks to all those involved in 
organising our events, finding and 
booking the bands, MCing, and all the  

behind the scenes support that is 
needed to make things run smoothly. 

As has been our habit for some years 
now, we ended our dancing year with a 
Summer Fling on July 13th at Ubley, 
orchestrated by Peter Wright to pro-
vide a relaxed and informal finale.  

Finally I would like to thank you all for 
your enthusiasm and support, which 
make it a pleasure to perform my role. 

Rosamund Rawlings 

Chair – Bristol RSCDS 
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The Weekend Away 

at Langstone Cliff 

If you were, then I hope this brief commentary will bring back 
memories of a very enjoyable weekend, if you weren't, then 
maybe I can make you think, “I would like to be part of that 
next year!” 

Friday March 7 was a wonderful sunny day for the 1½ -2hr 
journey down to Dawlish, some participants headed off early 
to enjoy a full day exploring the area, the majority arrived late 
afternoon, ready to catch up with friends old and new at the 
pre-dinner drinks reception.  This was followed by the first of 
the excellent meals the Hotel provided over the weekend; 
plenty of choice and once the table's order was taken it ar-
rived with great speed.  At around 8:30pm, we began the first 
of the key events of the weekend, the Friday evening dance.  
Ably MC'd by Pat Fish we enjoyed dancing a variety of Bristol 
favourites, dances regular club members could enjoy without 
taxing the brain cells too far.  The evening closed with a few 
drinks at the bar - for those with the Stamina. 

After a hearty breakfast the Saturday teaching session began, 
tutored by Gillian Jennings. For those intimidated by the em-
phasis on 'step' at our annual day school, fear not, the Bristol 
weekend is all about learning a variety of new, sometimes 
challenging dances, but nothing too scary, as evidenced by 
some very new (this year) members who were able to hold 
their own throughout the class. Gillian's teaching took us on a 
very interesting world tour. As might be expected for a Scot-
tish weekend we started in the home of RSCDS with 'Scotch 
Mixer' we then picked up our 'Passport and Pumps' for a se-
ries of locations 'Under African Skies', 'Spring in Shin-
juku' (Japan), 'The Toyboys of Toowoomba' (New Zealand), 
'Grimaldi' (Monaco), 'Pamlova Strathspey', 'The Gates of In-
dia', and finally 'Lucky Seven'.  (I have been unable to track 
down the locations associated with 'Pamlova Strathspey' and 
'Lucky Seven' maybe you can remember or can research, or 
just want to have a go at the dances, the crib is on our web-
site.)  Don't worry, there is a coffee break half way through to 
give the brain a breathing space. 

After a ploughman's 
lunch the afternoon 
was free to 'do as 
you please'.  There 
were 'organised' 
options - seeking to 
spot the most birds - 
(well done Fiona and 
Nick), the chance to 
enjoy the hotel's beauty salon, now which male was it I saw 
with one purple finger nail, or simply the chance to chill by 
wandering along the cliffs into Dawlish or just relaxing in the 
hotel (for those wishing to conserve their energy for the fun 
to follow). 

The evening began, as Friday, with a drink's reception fol-
lowed by a delicious 3 course meal.  Though sharing the Hotel 
with a Wedding party, the main room in the restaurant was 
dedicated to ourselves and we were able to join friends to 
catch up, or someone we didn't know who could become a 

   A Weekend in March       Margaret Chambers 

What were you doing the weekend of 7th March? Were you one of the 71 

Scottish Dancers, 43 club members enjoying a weekend at the Langstone 

Cliff Hotel in Dawlish Warren?       

'friend'.  After all, the original inspiration for the weekend 
was for the Bristol club to become friends, rather than just 
people who dance together.   

The meal was followed by the highlight of the weekend, the 
Saturday evening Ceilidh. Our hosts, Hugh and Joan, offered 
amusing anecdotes throughout the evening.  However, here 
I will be more secretive and not share all the wonderful tal-
ents those present 
were able to en-
joy.  Suffice to say, 
both for those who 
wish to partici-
pate, and those 
who just want to 
watch, it is great 
fun. Each Ceilidh 
contribution is separated by 3 or 4 dances to create a well 
balanced evening of relaxation and activity. The one contri-
bution I have to mention is that of Peter (Alison's husband), 
Peter sang us his perception of what it is like to start Scottish 
Dancing with Bristol RSCDS - most appropriate and amusing, 
I am hoping the words will be somewhere in this newsletter.  
As ever the formal Ceilidh was followed by a more informal 
'Session' which I am told went on to the early (or was it 
late?) hours – but, as with all such events, people drift off 
gradually until just the hard core have to decide when 
enough is enough! 

Sunday had a slightly later start (an extra 30mins to pack 
and vacate your room before the class), the same hearty 
breakfast, followed by a less demanding teaching session, at 
least that was the claim. Following Alan and Lesley's latest 
trip ‘down under’ Alan taught a series of dances learnt at 
New Zealand Summer School. It was less demanding in that 
there were just 5 dances, but not in their content!  I remem-
ber a comment that some of the moves were written by a 
young New Zealand student unconstrained by 'tradition'.  
Don't they know tradition is there for a reason!  Alan taught 
us 'Aotearoa' The Maori name pronounced Ay-o-tee-af-ro-a 
which means "Land of the Long White Cloud", "The Magic of 
Summer School", "On the Edge of the Sand", "The Pride of 
Paris", (could have been in Gillian's session?) and "Trip to 
Paradise", all with the gentle yet precise instruction we 
know to expect from Alan.  The weekend was completed by 
a final 'lunch with friends' before departing for home. 

So... what have I forgotten? Well apart from loads that re-
main forgotten there was, of course, a ‘just right’ Ballroom 
(well sprung and neither too small nor too big) and a couple 
of amazing musicians, Ian and Judith Muir, who accompa-
nied all the events of the weekend. Judith and Ian did not 
just sit  on stage and look down on us (other than literally) 
they were key participants in the weekend feeling very 
much a part of the 'coming together', which is the raison 
d'etre of the weekend.  So, will you be there next year?   

Once you have joined us once, I can say with confidence 
that 'You will be back!' 



Dances with Grown-ups         George Hobson 

Will the excitements of my life never cease? - I for one hope not.  I had just had the best Christmas day of my short life, 

(half a gross but I am working on it being just gross) when I was told by my minder, Helen, (why is life so full of people called 
Helen who tell me what to do) that since I had behaved so well she had got us  places on a dancing weekend. 

“Mind” she said, “they're all serious dancers, so just behave like a proper grown-up, and no silly tricks!” 

The good behaviour referred to had involved my not helping the council workmen clear the flood-borne detritus from the 
Bradford-on-Avon bridge.  Not that helping is a bad thing, it's just that in my imagination there is no limit to the dramatic and 
heroic things I can achieve.  This is the reference to “silly tricks”.  Thus was I allowed to join your serious and sober company. 

Our little waggon train of five arrived uneventfully from Bath, and I peered anxiously around for all these “grown-ups”, but 
they mainly seemed quite normally “grown-up then down the other side” - perhaps a bit tall, but then everyone is to me. And 
it does mean they tend to overlook me - this tends to work to my advantage! 

We were no sooner settled than, one of our group poked me with a metaphorical stick.  “We could do a Jane Austen dance as a 
spot in the Ceilidh!” she said.  Pictures of the costume, posturing, grace and elegance sprang onto the canvas of my imagina-
tion.  Followed by the croaking voice of reason “Be good! - no silly tricks”  So I stuttered and stammered about my wig being at 
the menders etc. etc., only to be saved by news that the ceilidh was full anyway.  A little later, finding myself alongside Fiona, I 
couldn't resist a stir of the pot. “Did you ever get a team of likely lads together for Papa Stour Swords? - they could do a spot in 
the ceilidh”  Quick as a whip she cracked back “We could be ready any time, but it's you that will have to teach it!”  Now heroic 
visions of our magnificent seven saints of Christendom smashed into my tiny but well illuminated mind, followed by “...No silly 
tricks...” and much muttering of “yeah, well, no, but, it's full innit” etc.  In this way did virtue prevail. 

The puddings alone compensated for all this goodness, the waiters were not at all fazed by my wanting them for all three 
courses, although I didn't get them.  The dancing didn't seem very grown-up to me, a lot of laughing and bumping into old 
friends, and somebody sounding remarkably like Clive doing a passable Greystoke impression (you know, the manic Chimpan-
zoid Yeeeehooooourchhh).  The two classes suited me beautifully. Gillian's themed use of moderately challenging dances, and 
Alan's dances with a twist, I have shamelessly ripped off both in their entirety, and 
classes in the Bath area are wondering what hit them! 

Then the Ceilidh! I ask you - no silly tricks? One only has to single out the black and 
white multiple three legged chorus-line with it's gravity defying contortions.  So I said 
“they're allowed to be silly!” but she said “yes but that's grown-up silliness dear, you 
wouldn't understand!” 

Just wait till next year! 

The Monday Class 

 

The Burns’ Night at Tickenham (in aid of Andrew House in Clevedon and the Wellspring Counselling Service in Nailsea) was in 
their words .... ‘a stunning success’....  ‘The demonstrations were beautiful to watch and the ease with which the dancers 
brought everybody on to the floor ensured that guests and dancers enjoyed the evening to the full.  In fact the evening has 
been praised as being our ‘best Burns’ Night yet’....  This may have been partly due to Keith who had a very lively and enthusi-
astic fan club. I have already booked him to be part of the 2015 team. 

We were invited again to take part in Dance for Dementia in aid of The Alzheimer’s Society. Following last year’s success, there 
were two performances this year and over £4000 was raised for this very worthwhile cause. The evening was attended by the 
Lord Mayor.  Our team - Alan and Lesley Cottle, Alan Pinder, Fiona Grant, Clive and Lynn Robinson, Andrew Smith and Ruth 
Davies  - danced an energetic reel medley under stage lights to a very appreciative audience who clapped to the music 
throughout the performance.  As before, we were very much the senior citizens of the event and the young dancers were ex-
tremely impressed by the men in their kilts and Prince Charlie jackets. 

On June 28 a team of 12 dancers went to The South Wales Festi-
val of Dance in Brecon. Due to severe weather we were unable 
to dance outside at The Mountain Centre, so contingency plans 
moved us to the indoor venue at Bishop's Meadow. Though not 
far away, the weather was lovely there and we sat outside in the 
sunshine and danced inside. Our programme consisted of the 
reel The Double Sixsome and the strathspey A Trip to Paradise 
and was much appreciated by all the spectators and the South 
Wales Branch. 

I would like to thank all the dancers for giving their time and 
commitment to these three events. 

Monday Class Activities        Barbara Savill  

Monthly Monday classes continue with an increasing number of dancers. We prac-

tice for the next display, try out new dances, work on technique, listen to every-

one’s ideas and have an energetic and enjoyable evening. 



The Newcomers 

Anne and Sarah Oppenheim 

I was intro-

duced to 

SCD whilst 

visiting a 

friend in 

Scotland, 

(You may 

have met her at the weekend in Dawl-

ish. Her name is Kim). 

I went along to her end of season dance 

and was persuaded to try a few of the 

more simple dances by some very 

friendly people. Of course I didn't have 

a clue, but it was good fun. 

A few months later Kim and I visited the 

Bristol branch as she was down visiting. 

Kim signed us up for the weekend in 

Dawlish; so I was then committed to 

trying to learn as much as I could be-

forehand by going to the Winchester 

branch as well. I am thoroughly enjoy-

ing the dancing; it’s good fun, lots of 

exercise with a very friendly group of 

patient people!! 

My daughter Sarah drove me to St 

Monica’s the first time as I live in South-

ampton and didn't know where the 

venue was. She was encouraged to join 

in as well; Its lovely to do something 

together! 

Having seen Royal 
Scottish Dancing occa-
sionally on TV I knew it 
can look very impres-
sive. It is rather differ-
ent from our limited experience at 
Ceilidhs but even more of a challenge 
than I thought! 

Lynn and Graham have been good and 
very patient teachers but it took me a 
while to realise that the huge number 
of different dances are variations us-
ing standard formations and figures of 
dance. It is great fun but a mental 
challenge to remember the moves 
from the changing positions in the set. 
We recently purchased a book of 
dances with a few diagrams and we 
are aware of the cards used by instruc-
tors.  

The amazing thing is that everyone in 
the Club is so welcoming and helpful. 
They all seem willing to partner us 
beginners and excuse our blunders. 
Overall a very good Club atmosphere 
and thoroughly enjoyable.  

Will I ever get to feeling competent 
and at home with Royal Scottish Danc-
ing? – I hope so. If not at least I have 
found out how to get to St Monica’s. 

David Wells 

Gary Ellis 
I came to Scottish 
country dancing 
through Rhona many 
of you already know as 
a long standing mem-
ber. When she spoke of it with such passion it was enough to convince me to try it. So I went at the next opportu-nity - the Hogmanay dance. I had a fan-tastic time and found the friendliness and helpfulness of everyone quite infec-tious. Everyone smiled and was cheerful throughout.  

I managed to get through the dance (tackling only the easier dances) but none-the-less was happy to complete them. My lasting memory is of being told left, right, face up, down and reel, all without a clue which way was up, down or what a reel was, unless it’s to do with sewing or fishing. So I was pushed, pulled, turned and generally encouraged, somehow it worked - I got through.  

Here I am 6 months on, a few dances and a few lessons in, some frustrations but more delights. Still with the same spirit, kindness and guidance from eve-ryone. I am enjoying the learning proc-ess. I am a little less confused and I would like to at least be competent to get through a dance without help and then see where it takes me, as long as I continue to enjoy it who knows….  

Teachers - Graham 
        & Lynn 

Scottish Dancing should always be fun and this year with our group of beginners, it 
has been. It has been good to share the evenings between us throughout the year; 
we often approach topics using differing techniques and hopefully this combination benefits the class 
members. Thanks to Ros too for standing in occasionally. 

The use of the restaurant balcony for the class has never been ideal due to the carpet flooring and the uncertainty of St 
Monica’s using the restaurant for evening events. This year, at considerable expense, some purpose-made flooring rolls were 
purchased enabling us to use the Atrium.  Although not perfect, the class members all prefer the surface for dancing and there 
are many advantages to being much nearer to the main hall. Thanks to Ros for researching the  use and handling of the floor-
ing, and obtaining a favourable price! 

The attendance at our sessions has varied from 2 to 9 beginners but with the help of the willing volunteers, and with the 
teacher also joining in, we have always managed  a 3c set and on many occasions a 4c set,  which enabled us to cover many 
more dances realistically .  Thanks to Alison & Alan for organising, and all the volunteers who have joined in. 

It has been a great class this year and we have had a lot of fun teaching! We hope that the class has enjoyed themselves as 
much as we have.  Certainly they have all come on really well with their steps and formations and their confidence. We Iook 
forward to seeing everyone again in September. 

& teachers 



Jean Aellen 

It was over 30 years ago I first went to Scottish dancing lessons 

somewhere in Westbury on Trym.  I went with a friend and we 

both enjoyed it very much, particularly the end of term ‘event’.  

Then work and family got in the way and the dancing stopped 

although I kept my ghillies at the bottom of the wardrobe. 

Then in November 2013 at a wedding, where there was a large contingent of Scots 

in kilts and even trews, the evening event was a ceilidh.  It was so enjoyable and I 

found I remembered the steps, so with the encouragement of Martin I came along 

to the beginner’s class, but not until this March. 

First of all the steps … well, Graham and Lynne have tried but although I remem-

ber the basics my technique leaves much to be desired.  No longer do the toes 

point so easily (and frequently they go into cramp mode); the ghillies no longer 

feel so comfortable and give no support (about which the podiatrist is so passion-

ate) but fluffy insoles have helped a bit.  I literally kick myself trying to get it right 

so having soft shoes does have some benefits! 

Then there is the terminology …. having come into the group late on, I confess 

that much is still a mystery to me.  Alas I don’t know my espagnole from my petro-

nella or even my allemande.  I think I can just about cope with circle, cast, and 

maybe even chase, but figures of eight that can be across or on the side or even 

across halfway …. oh dear - I seem to aim for the wrong person most of the time!  

And then ‘polite and graceful movements’ ……  hmmmm!  

The brain and body are regretfully not as agile as they were over 30 years ago but 

they are both getting a really good workout on a Thursday evening.  It is such fun 

and everyone is so helpful and I am happy to be pulled / pushed / beckoned into 

the correct position.  So, bad as I may be, I will be back for more in the autumn. 

Gill Dyson 
Last September, Al-
ison Lunt encouraged 
me to come Scottish 
dancing. Up until the 
age of 18 I had been a 
keen ballet dancer 
and I was fairly confident I could cope with Scottish dancing. After my first lesson with the very patient Graham, I realised that over 40 years on, the body let alone the brain were not what they were.  

However I persevered under the gentle tutelage of Lin and Graham with jigs, strathspey, reels, half figures of eight, allemande and everything else they have thrown at us and occasionally when dancing in the main hall I feel that glee which makes dancing such fun. The Newcomers Ball was a wonderful eve-ning with everyone showing such kind-ness in encouraging a raw beginner in every dance.  

The beginners group has had a lot of laughs over the last 9 months and I for one can't thank Lin and Graham enough for devoting their Thursday evenings to teaching raw beginners when they could be dancing away in the main hall. 

Pat Wells 

One of my dreams has been 
to dance at  a House Party 
in Scotland for Hogmanay.   
When I heard about an 
RSCDS Introductory class at 
St Monica’s I suggested to 
David that we give it a try. 
We thoroughly enjoyed it so joined the Begin-ners and purchased our dance shoes! 
We have a very happy and friendly group - we have to work hard but we also have fun.    Gra-ham and Lynn have been very patient and go over the steps and new dances each week.     

The early dances we learnt were Good Hearted Glasgow and Monymusk which were simple and easy to follow.    As we improve the formations are becoming  more complicated and have been quite a challenge both physically and mentally but with practice we feel that we will improve slowly.   

During the year we attended the Newcomers Dance and a Workshop in Bath which helped to reinforce the steps.  

Helen Whitby 

I'm really enjoying learning to dance and I've found it's 
a great way to have fun and lose weight at the same 
time.  Since September I've lost 15 lbs.  

I did go to primary school in Scotland back in the 1970's 
when Scottish dancing was probably compulsory, but 
only for girls!  

I first got attracted to this group by seeing their display 
at Thornbury carnival and my daughter encouraged me 
to join.  

My daughter would love to learn. She would come every Thursday if I let 
her but she's too young. I have looked into children's classes but the clos-
est is over near Bath. I may have to set up my own classes soon (if you 
know any interested teachers?!) 

One last thing: I suffer from a condition called Migrane Associated Vertigo 
which affects my balance and co-ordination. The condition has improved 
so much since I started dancing that I felt confident enough to start work 
in a permanent job in May after four years of temporary jobs.  

Welcome All ! 



The PE people had a happily liberal and effective approach to 

everyone and ran Summer Camps at Lake Coniston, where 

we could swim, sail, canoe, mountain walk, socialise, and so 

on …. we built our sailing boats. They, we, also helped the 

dance Hall in Selly Oak with the then craze for American 

Square Dancing, just to help out with numbers. It was then a 

’short step’ to Scottish Dancing. 

You did your National Service then, and, after the army?  I 

became a Physics teacher, first at Willenhall Comprehensive 

School, in the Midlands and then 7 years later, in Bristol  At 

this time I met up with a couple, Ian & Christine MacDonald, 

who were Birmingham graduates & then running the Thorn-

bury Scottish Dance group.  I joined both the Bristol class and 

Thornbury, and went on the Bristol Committee in 1970. 

In 1967, the Bristol RSCDS was a thriving class on a Monday 

(teacher Christine MacDonald) ), a children’s class (Kay Lewis 

I think), a Saturday general and a Thursday “New Dances” 

class with Andy Dunn.  But by 1972, as a result of very re-

duced numbers, there were considerable changes.   The 

number of classes had reduced to 2, and at that stage I took 

over the Thursday main class; I had by this time achieved a 

Preliminary Certificate in St Andrews with Duncan MacCloud, 

one of Miss Milligan’s first students of 

dancing. 

The Thursday class grew, especially 

after the introduction of ‘smiling’ and 

‘using hands’, and thrives today, but 

the Monday changed teachers, becom-

ing the demonstration group, and 

faded. We also then changed the Con-

stitution and that lead to the rotating 

Committee membership we have to-

day. The next year I took the Full Cer-

tificate at St. Andrews this time taught by Mrs Gudger, an-

other close associate of Miss Milligan.  Now, she had a re-

freshing approach; unlike all the SD teaching I had experi-

enced up to then, which was essentially “learn the footwork, 

learn the formations, ...”, she introduced the idea of thinking 

and predicting, and “what would you like to do next?” with 

some reference to earlier traditions not then current RSCDS 

practice, including the waltz poussette, interesting to me, in 

the light of my parallel school experiences.. 

So what were these parallels?  I had had considerable influ-

ences from people over the years, in school and at Univer-

sity, people who freed me from authoritarian practices, who 

helped me ‘understand people’ and planted the concept of 

‘teaching people’ not just ‘teaching the subject’.  I also 

started teaching the Nuffield curriculum in Bristol, where the 

children learnt from their own starting position, developing 

faster than if they were just ‘taught’ as a whole group.  I was 

able to use all this to some extent with the dance classes.  

Also the connections with Hugh Ferguson, Andrew Paterson, 

Ian Macdonald and Martin Cairns made it a very rich time. 

 
How did it all start?  I was raised in Birmingham, in Quinton, just 

along the road from Pat Fish. Later I went to Birmingham University 
to do a Physics degree followed by a Secondary Teaching Certifi-

cate.   In my first year I was involved like everyone else with the PE 

department as the university expected everyone to be able to swim (and handle a European Language!).  

How have you felt towards the RSCDS 

over the years?  I found them a bit ‘stick 

in the mud’ in the 60s and 70s; but 
things have changed, and I think a good thing.  It seemed to 

me quaint the use of dance cards, and the insistence upon 

white shirt and tie, even always needing four couple sets, and 

the very slow recognition that people were writing new 
dances - “who would have thought /allowed it?” - and the 

level of opposition to introductions like 5-couple dances, just 

to name a few.  There was also a ‘demonstration dominance’, 

and almost an insistence on using the recommended tunes for 
dances rather than trying out alternatives. 

So how would your Scottish Dance look?  As a dancing organi-

sation we seem over concerned with ‘the right way’ and with 

teaching. Why, for instance, does the Society AGM have a 

‘class for instruction’? Why is the Winter Event a ‘school’? We 
seem to run classes countrywide where precision is uppermost 

forgetting Miss Milligan’s “dance with the soul” notion and 

adjudicator’s comments about ‘expression’, and ‘responding 

to the music’. The dance-writer lays down an Idea just like a 

composer. What the dancer does with that idea, as with the 
player or conductor, is up to them. Again, I’ve heard Miss 

Milligan say that “First couple are the 

stars at their time” - they have a  li-

cence for the ‘expression’ and to 
‘dance their way’.  I remember two 

valued and loyal original members of 

our Saturday class (Ken Murray and 

Jack Fulton), and some band leaders 
(Frank Reid, Chris Oxtoby, Chris 

Dewhurst) all talk about dancing in 

that way. 

Expression is about the music and the 

movement ’message’ within the dance - so we are dancing an 
interpretation, not just learning to move around a pattern. 

Dancers need to absorb an understanding of that early on. 

And perhaps we don’t really need ‘beginners’ to be segre-

gated; learning can and does often take place effectively and 

happily in mixed ability groups.  

For its own good reasons in the 1930’s, the RSCDS had a very 
prescriptive attitude. Unfortunately, that has become more 

entrenched over its lifetime. Miss Milligan’s verbal and written 

comments speak otherwise, but successive acolytes (teachers 

and demonstrators) seemed to become more dogmatic.  

The dancing heritage in Scotland was not like that. Communi-

cations were not fast nor were they accurate, so the same 
dance appears different in different places, or with different 

teachers.  

So my Scottish dance: a joyful movement to music, with sen-

sitive, helpful participants, using looks and hands to guide 

and ‘give weight’ on every occasion, varying speeds and reac-

tions to match the music, and above all - living with the musi-

cians. 

Peter Wright  



How prophetic that was. I was completely hooked from the 
first. I am convinced that it was the music that was the driving 
force, and it still is. The classes were taught by Betty Brown, a 
professional dance teacher who ran her own dance school in 
Bath.  Subsequently my brothers and I joined John Baker in 
Highland dance classes (all male) with Betty. I was 13 then, and 
my brothers 9. We were often the “cabaret” performing at the 

annual Bath Branch Ball. I 
remember Miss Milligan 
attending one. 

From sixteen I was a 
regular member of the 
Bath demonstration 
team, and attending 
dances with the Branch, 
the Bath Caledonians and 
Hogmanay with the 
Westbury Scottish Club in 

the Corn Exchange. I have a clear recollection of the euphoria at 
the end of my first full evening Bath Ball, and how ‘flat’ I felt the 
following morning. We would be dancing to the Bristol Reels 
Orchestra led by Tom Jones. Their day job was playing back-
ground music in Brights’ restaurant in Queen’s Road, but they 
were ‘Live’ music. (Otherwise it was principally Jimmy Shand on 
78s.)  

My parents were on the Bath Branch Committee and were very 
involved. I remember, for example, the real excitement of once 
seeing my father outside Dundee Station trying - in vain - to 
negotiate terms with Jimmy Shand!  

While at University I went to the Celtic Society Ball in the 
Younger Hall, blowing half a term’s pocket money on hiring a 
dress jacket. We danced to a Dundee band, ‘The “Gie” Gor-
dons’. The first time dancing to a live Scottish Country Dance 
band! I had shivers running up and down my back all evening. 

My wife Patricia and I stopped dancing while the children were 
growing up and had a few fallow years although we ran a chil-
dren’s class principally for them as there wasn’t one in Bristol. 
Our children would laugh at my attempts to get my SCD music 
‘fix’ direct from Scottish radio on a Saturday night. I joined the 
Bristol Branch in 1990. I have been Ticket Secretary twice and 
also Chairman, and with others helped Lesley run our Burns’ 
Nights. When Lesley died in 2006, I was very much sustained by 
the support which I received from Branch members, as well as 
from my wider dancing contacts who had known us both. At 
Society level I served on the Management Board for seven 
years. I think it matters. 

There have been many changes over my time dancing: the num-
bers of people attending dances and classes has reduced and 
the age range of those involved has shifted upwards!  As a teen-
ager at a dance I would have been one of the youngest, but 
there would have been a dozen or so of us that age. 

Father was a Scot and grew up in Glasgow but it was not until he had 
moved south to Saltford that he and Mother started dancing. It was in 
1951 and as a result of seeing someone they recognised, the Assistant 
Scoutmaster John Baker, in a kilt, standing at a bus-stop - he was off to 
dance in Bath. They soon joined the class and to my horror came back 

one evening and told me I was booked for children’s classes during the Christmas holidays. I said I was not 
going, “it’s girls’ stuff” - who needed girls when one had books, Scouts and Meccano? Of course, the protest 
fell on deaf ears. “You will enjoy it!” was as close as it came to a discussion.  

Andrew Smith 

The number of dances produced has also grown, exponen-
tially.  I guess when I started there were something be-
tween 200 and 300 dances, so a few pocket books in the 
sporran would get one through the evening quite comforta-
bly. There was no need for cribs or recaps. I remember that 
when I started dancing the new book was Book 18. There 
were very few non-RSCDS dances in the repertoire. I recall 
one of those (“Schiehallion”) catching me out when I be-
came old enough to attend the Westbury Scottish Hogma-
nay Dances at the Corn Exchange in Bristol.  

There’s also now much better availability of good music. It’s 
possible to get a whole book’s worth of dances on to a CD, 
whereas previously there were vinyl records and with a 
standard 78 it was necessary to turn the disc over in order 
to get a whole eightsome reel. Bands recording music used 
to speed up in order to get the whole tune on!  Over the 
years, with improved travel facilities (air travel and motor-
ways) it’s been possible to get good bands for functions. It 
does make a difference. 

However I also wonder if there’s now less “joie de vivre” in 
dancing. Do people maybe concentrate on knowing how to 
execute dances correctly rather than letting their hair 
down?  I think it’s different in Scotland. I now go to more 
local dances there than in previous years; people might be 
less particular about exact footwork, but there seems to me 
to be more exuberance. Also, even a weekly local hop in the 
summer can get top bands, something which couldn’t be 
contemplated in the south. It’s more obviously a national 
dance in Scotland, whereas elsewhere it can be more intel-
lectualised as healthy exercise. I’m not saying that’s bad – 
just different.  

I think that over the years the RSCDS has become more de-
mocratic. It was Miss Milligan’s baby, but did she hold on 
too long? Maybe I shouldn’t say this, but there was no 
planned succession, and I feel that’s not healthy.  She cer-
tainly was a formidable lady – but maybe that was neces-
sary in order to get things going! 

I do remember though when she came to an Anniversary 
Ball at the Guildhall in Bath. The band struck up for 
“Petronella” and she 
cried out “That’s far 
too fast!” and went 
and stood in front of 
them beating out 
time. The Committee 
were very worried 
that their one band 
might take umbrage 
and future Balls be 
reduced to 78 rpm 
records!  

Guess the legs! 
 



The Social Group 

“Just had a baby? Want to get back 
into shape again? “Are your wives 
having too much fun without you? 
Try Scottish Country Dancing!”  Your 
friends at the hockey club will ad-
mire your open-minded approach to 
life….” 

It was exhortations like these (very broadly speaking!) that brought 
my wife Ruth and then me into Scottish Country Dancing. This was an 
activity that hadn’t touched our lives previously either in the far 
reaches of these islands (the Isle of Wight) in Ruth’s case and the sub-
urban cultural desert of Croydon in mine. The start of it all was en-
couragement from Caroline Dunn to Ruth and Tacey Bain to ‘give it a 
go’. They met kindred spirits, especially Sarah Jackson, in the classes 
run by the inspirational Barbara de Winton. They seemed to have 
loads of fun and laughter. (These classes were held in those days at 
the primary school SS Peter and Paul in Redland.) We’re talking about 
20 years ago just after the birth of our second child. 

David Bain and I, old hockey team-mates and sharing the privilege of 
being father to three daughters each, of about the same age, soon 
realised that we should take up the challenge of this new hobby, and 
joined Mike and Sarah Jackson in the class (together with Brian Ma-
chin). 

Hard to imagine now, but we three couples were the youngsters in 
the wider group, though never really the “bright young things”! . Every 
Thursday after the break we’d step up both metaphorically and physi-
cally into the school hall. How intimidating that was, moving into the 
“advanced” class. Some of us (me) have never really progressed much 
beyond the perpetual beginner stage and Ruth can only dance rarely 
now because of her bad back. But I hope this piece will be an encour-
agement to new dancers and others contemplating joining the group. 
Collectively the six of us simply cannot have imagined then how much 
fun we would have over the coming decades. And the beauty of danc-
ing is that we can look forward to another 20 years—at least! 

It did take time for me as an irregular attender to get into my head the 
new terminology, to be able to tell hands across from all hands round, 
poussette from ladies chain, and so on, but over the years these things 
have fallen into place, even if it might have taken on occasions (and 
still does for me) a (generally) friendly shove or pull in the right direc-
tion. There have been spells when pressure of work and family have 
meant that attendance at the pub has been more common than at-
tendance at the dancing but that thread of connection with dancing 
friends old and new has been important. There is a piece in the City 
Art Gallery about the sea, describing in far more poetic terms than 
belong here, how the ebb and the flow of the ocean are both part of 
the whole. Hopefully the same applies to attendance on Thursday 
evenings! 

So, the journey so far…. this has been marked by some great occa-
sions/dances, especially for me the Burns’ Night Dinners and New-
comers’ Dances with the sharing of the American suppers, and the 
excellent teaching that we’ve had throughout from Barbara, Peter and 
more recently Cheryl. Yes there still are the difficult moments of tired-
ness and lack of concentration leading to “malfunction” but these 
sometimes dissolve into laughter and other times mend themselves, 
and the good moments of a dance well executed to beautiful melodic 
and rhythmic music do prevail in the memory; and the smiling faces, 
the warming of the senses and the sociability of the whole scene tell 
me that whatever our reasons for joining, they were good ones! Fa-
vourite dances? For me Flight of the Falcon, and for Ruth Mhairi's 
Wedding, but having cycled up Schiehallion a few times, its reels have 

a special meaning for me too!      Ruth & Tim Illeston 

Our first experience 
of Scottish Country 
Dancing was in Bang-
kok where we lived 
for three years. The 
St Andrews Ball was 
one of the highlights 
of the ‘social calendar’ and four practice sessions for 
the ball were held leading up to the big occasion.  

The practice was in fact more fun than the ball it-
self, very relaxed with beer on tap, lovely Thai food, 
fairy lights and the sound of tree frogs and cicadas 
adding their voice to the music - all taking place in 
the evening on the front lawn at the British Club. 
We were able to muddle through most of the 
dances but some, in particular Strathspeys, we 
avoided as being ‘far too difficult’!  

The ball itself was an all night affair with a 5 course 
meal beforehand and dancing only starting after 
midnight! We had the Pipes and Drums of the Scots 
Guards in attendance for added entertainment and 
the all male Strip the Willow at the end around 4am 
was something else to behold! 

We were always sad when the ball was over and 
there was no more dancing for another year. 

When we returned to the UK we wanted to carry on 
and so came along to RSCDS Bristol classes at St 
Peter and Paul School in Redland. When we first 
walked in we nearly walked out again as everyone 
looked so professional. However we were greeted 
warmly and taken to the beginners class where we 
felt much more at home. 

We immediately hit it off with the group (Barbara as 
teacher, David, Tacey, Tim, Ruth and Brian etc) and 
within a very short time we had established a strong 
group and a regular pub session after the lessons! 
Barbara’s teaching was fantastic, she made it such 
fun and never made us feel as clumsy as we almost 
certainly looked! 

We joined the main group after the break, which 
was rather daunting. Nevertheless there were still 
many laughs that we all had, particularly when we 
managed to swap partners during the dance, a regu-
lar occurrence, and our overriding memories of that 
time were of great enjoyment and a sense of real 
achievement when we "got it right".  

In fact we all enjoyed it so much that we really had 
to be persuaded out of the ‘nursery’ to join the 
regular group. Of course once we did we made 
more friends and twenty two years later .....well, 
we’re still as enthusiastic, even if our skills belie the 
amount of time we have been dancing! 

 Sarah & Mike Jackson 



In 1991 Tricia and I had been married for 26 years and 
our daughters were growing up.  Tricia decided to take 
up Scottish Country dancing simply because she “just 
wanted to dance”. As for me I escaped to the sea and 
took up yachting, wanting to fulfil a boyhood dream of 
owning my own boat. 

After four years Tricia had become quite an accom-
plished dancer and I had qualified as a day skipper and had my own little 
21ft yacht “Dream Come True”. 

Tricia went dancing at evening classes but had no partner for formal 
dances whilst I often had no crew to help me handle the boat. We 
needed each other! So we agreed that I would take up dancing and she 
would come sailing. 

When Tricia started dancing there was no beginner’s class. She was liter-
ally thrown in at the deep end. Luckily I joined a beginner’s class and had 
an excellent (and patient) teacher – Barbara de Winton. Most of the class 
of 1995 still dance today and I have also played hockey and tennis with 
friends I met all those years ago. 

I can recall two memorable events in that first term in 1995 . Barbara 
saying , when teaching us the Knot, “Don’t forget now - That’s one small 
step for a man”. I thought she might have added “One giant leap for the 
lady”. Also, inconceivably, for one lesson she teamed me up with a lady 
called Rose. The problem was Rose was blind and I had only just started. 
It didn’t go well. Talk about the blind leading the blind........ 

After I had been a keen beginner for about 6 months - I had even bought 
myself a second hand kilt - I suggested that Tricia and I go to our first 
dance together. Westbury were hosting it and it was to be an American 
supper. Tricia warned that they would probably not walk the dances 
through. I said don’t be so ridiculous, how could anyone remember the 
steps for over 20 dances.   

Can you imagine my horror when they called everyone to step up for 
“Cadgers” AND NO WALK THROUGH! I was absolutely terrified and after 
that first dance on the programme persuaded Tricia to quietly leave by 
the side door.  

On reflection, however, I am of course very pleased Tricia managed to 
persuade me to start RSCDSing. I have even been on the committee 
twice.  We have made many friends and dancing has taken us to places in 
Scotland, Wales, France and Spain that we would never otherwise have 

visited.      Brian Machin 

It was a flyer 
in a shop on 
Kings Down 
Parade that 
led to Tacey 
and I having a 
go at Scottish 
Country 
Dancing nearly 20 years ago.  I feel that we are 
still having a go!  I fear that getting good at it is 
not possible., but it has been a great deal of fun 
and we have made some very good friends.   

Tacey had done a little bit of country dancing at 
her primary school in Inverness.  I have Scottish 
lineage but had no similar experience apart from 
the barn dance equivalent.  I would not say that 
either of us is a natural dancer but we each derive 
great fun from it.  I suspect Tacey likes the geo-
metric patterns.  I like having a good romp.  Espe-
cially when a heavyweight lends his weight to a six 
hands round and back.   

When we started, I found the idea of three cou-
ples dancing in a four couple set very difficult to 
comprehend and initially it seemed only possible 
to dance from first couple position. Peter and 
Barbara’s teaching and encouragement however 
lead me to develop some understanding.  But 
then came Scotch Mist, a five couple dance which 
was a whole new idea. The challenge of looking in 
various directions all at the same time .... starting 
from Third couple position .... being First and 
Third Corners apparently at almost the same 
time .... progressing?  

We intend to enjoy dancing for many years to 
come.  It is amusing to think that when we started 
we thought we were quite young.  We do not nec-
essarily feel that way now though of course the 
rest of you in the class have aged at the same rate 
and are now firmly in the pensioner class.      

Tacey & David Bain  

Recent events have been well attended so there has been no 
need to increase prices for 2014/15.  The dance programme 

committee work hard to ensure that we have a good mixture of familiar and new dances to enjoy and Barbara and Cheryl do 
an excellent job in giving us the opportunity to practise them in advance. Peter Wright is invaluable in liaising with the musi-
cians and helping find superb bands to make the dances such a success. The quality of the musicians plays a big part in attract-
ing dancers from other areas. It is in no small measure thanks to Peter’s knowledge and good relationships with the musicians 
that we are able to have bands of such high quality.  

Day School in November will again be at St Peter’s - this worked well this 
year - and the Newcomer’s Dance in February, at St Monica’s rather than 
Emerson’s Green - the turnout this year was very good and many people 
expressed a preference for this location.    
 

The Residential Weekend in March, 2015 will be at the Langstone Cliff 
Hotel, Dawlish Warren at £180 for the weekend (plus a single room sup-
plement if applicable of £22). There are still a few places left.  See Clive 
Robinson if you are interested.          This is the view from the hotel → 

Next Year’s Programme 

Maggie Kirkupp - Ticket Secretary 

We are extremely fortunate as a branch to have a great 
programme of dances every year and the forth-coming 
season looks like being no exception. (See next page)  



Taster Evening - 11th Sept. ‘14 

New Season Dance - 11th Oct. ‘14 
Strathallan 

Branch AGM - 23rd Oct. ‘14 

Day School & Dance - 8th Nov. ‘14 
Margie Stevenson with James Gray and 
Andrew Lyon 

Hogmanay (Westbury Scottish) 
31st Dec. ‘14 
Ian Slater 

Newcomers’ Dance - 7th Feb. ‘15 
Chris Dewhurst  

Residential Weekend 
6th-8th March, ‘15 
Duncan Brown & Skara-Brae  

Summer Dance - 16th May ‘15 
Strathallan 

Summer Fling -  July, ‘15 
TBA 

New Season Dance - 10th Oct. ‘15 
Phill Jones 

Day School - 14th Nov. ‘15 
Deb Lees and Judith Muir 
& Musician’s School - 14th Nov. ‘15 
Iain Robertson 

Events, 2014-’15 

Term Dates 

2014 -’15   

Autumn:   begins    11.9.14  

  ends    18.12.14 

Spring:    begins    8.1.15 

               ends    26.3.15 

Summer : begins    16.4.15 

  ends   25.6.15 

Autumn: begins   10.9.15 

Barbara Savill   0117 962 2724 

Cheryl Ayres 0117 959 0970 

Graham Coles 01275 854 782 

Lynn Robinson 0117 967 7073 

Present     

Committee 

Chair 
Ros Rawlings  01225  319 991 
rmr@puffball.demon.co.uk  
(retiring at AGM, Oct ‘14) 

Chair Elect 
Pat Fish  01934 513 243 
bandp856@btinternet.com 

Secretary 
Margaret Dean     01275 794 638 
margaretdean@blueyonder.co.uk 

Treasurer 
Ruth Davies     0117 968 3057 
ruthdavies@blueyonder.co.uk 

Memebership Secretary 
Alan Pinder     01454 416 778 
thepinders@crumbly.plus.com 

Ticket Secretary 
Maggie Kirkup     01934 838 175 
maggie@kirkup.plus.com 
(retiring at AGM, Oct ‘14) 

Catering 
Alison Lunt  0117 968 4036 
alisonlunt@hotmail.com 
(retiring at AGM, Oct ‘14) 

Publicity 
Helen Palmer      0117 968 3620 
HelenPalmer4@yahoo.co.uk 
(retiring at AGM, Oct ‘14) 

If you would like to stand for one of 
the available posts, please apply to 
the Secretary for a nomination form. 

The completed form will need to be 
returned to the Secretary by 16th Oc-
tober. 

Editorial 

I was aiming for this newsletter to pro-

vide some information about the 

growth and development of the RSCDS - 

not an historical treatise, but a feel for 

how things have been over the dec-

ades.  Listening to Andrew and Peter 

has certainly provided me with that - 

between them over 100 years of knowl-

edge and experience!    

I’ve started to travel a bit with the 

dancing and have visited a few far flung 

places, but I’ve not danced in Scotland 

and from their accounts, I think it’s 

about time I did. 

As this is my last newsletter, I wanted 

also to take a look at the people who 

make up our group.  I’ve enjoyed the 

company of so many of you over the 

short time I have been here, I’d just like 

to hear a bit more of people’s stories.  I 

hope you do too. 

It’s been a long summer and I for one 

have had a break from dancing - travel-

ling, spending time with my grandson as 

well as working - I am feeling very re-

laxed, including both Achilles tendons 

and I was going to say that I haven’t 

missed the dancing at all.   

But then I’ve been thinking about it and 

you all as I worked at this and that’s 

been great.  So, thank you for letting 

me loose on the newsletter and, as my 

predecessor confidentially advised me 

before I began, “take no notice of any-

one - you’re the editor, you do the work 

- you make it what you want!”, I think I 

can admit that I have enjoyed it very 

much.  

Thank you to all the contributors - I 

have been amazed at the generosity of 

people to produce words, pictures and 

time for this edition.  (And our trusty 

photographer Clive must get a mention 

here too.) 

All the rest of you have to do, is read - I 

hope you find it as fascinating as I do.   

Helen Palmer 

0117 968 3620 

HelenPalmer4@yahoo.co.uk 

Teachers 

Websites 

 

RSCDS Headquarters  
http://www.rscds.org 
(Ask a Committee member for password) 


